
 

 

3rd Grade 
Multiplication & 
Division 

AKS: Academic Knowledge and Skills 
● Fluently multiply and divide within 100, using strategies such as the relationship between 

multiplication and division (e.g., knowing that 8 x 5 = 40, one knows 40 ÷ 5 = 8, or properties of 
operations). By the end of grade 3, know from memory all products of two one-digit numbers. 
 

This means… 

I can understand the relationship between 
multiplication and division and can fluently use 
multiplication and division facts.  

This looks like… 

Being able to recall the answers to basic math facts 
automatically and without hesitation. Fact fluency is gained 
through significant practice, with mastery of basic math 
facts being a goal of both teachers and parents.  

This can be accomplished by using strategies your student 
has already learned, such as skip counting, repeated 
addition, and multiplying single digit numbers.  

In this lesson, students will use the relationship between 
multiplication and division to learn the concept of using the 
inverse relationship between multiplication and division to 
solve division problems. 
 

Activity Title: Multiplication/Division Relationships    LEVEL: Proficient 
Materials needed:  

Please check with your student’s teacher should you need help with any materials. 

• Vocabulary 

• paper or recording sheet Roll, Multiply, Divide Recording Sheet 

• pencil 

• die (regular), 10-sided die (for extended learning)  

• multiplication table (if needed) Multiplication Table 

• comprehension check sheet Comprehension Check - Multiplication/Division 

 

Directions:  

1. Review vocabulary. 

2. Complete the following activity: 

 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MH8hGhFBpUBSiWl-wqTyW3cfHslD9JGtNIaOWSX_jFY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yIo7_U2g68Ij_dOCI_eZdrlzvywJBhVj_qhoaRC4nBo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1V4Rhy2OIBKpFKvmblH729ZZmQ8H639_VUxzSYPNNiP0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1uHlSX2BMjyk10wCAFuEDjLL9bk6TK8Ek2jFhTZDx3JE/edit?usp=sharing
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Begin by explaining that multiplication and division are related. 

Say: “Multiplication and division are inverse operations. Inverse means opposite and inverse operations ‘undo’ each 
other. 

Let’s take a moment to look at this as a model. 

 
 

The relationship between multiplication and division can be shown through related facts. Related facts are groups of 
multiplication and division facts using the same set of numbers.  

The set of numbers used in the example above are 2, 4, and 8.  

Using those numbers, we can make four equations with facts that show the relationship between multiplication and 
division or related facts.  

The commutative property of multiplication lets us switch the order of the factors without changing the solution.  

You can make related facts using sets of three related numbers!” 

(You can show these examples) 

2 x 4 = 8  4 x 2 = 8  8 ÷ 4 = 2  8 ÷ 2 = 4  

9 x 2 = 18  2 x 9 = 18 18 ÷ 9 = 2  18 ÷ 2 = 9  

7 x 4 = 28  4 x 7 = 28  28 ÷ 4 = 7  28 ÷ 7 = 4  

4 x 3 = 12  3 x 4 = 12  12 ÷ 4 = 3 12 ÷ 3 = 4 

Now, get the recording sheet, die, and pencil. 

Use the given example on the sheet to show the process: 

First die roll - 6, second die roll - 2, Multiplication sentences: 6 x 2 = 12, 2 x 6 = 12, Division sentences: 12 ÷ 6 = 2, 
and 12 ÷ 2 = 6 

Next, you will use this information to work with the inverse. 

Tell your student, “You can use the multiplication information to solve the division problem like the following: 

Sam was having a birthday party and making goody bags for his 6 friends. He had 12 treats to put in the bags. He 
wanted to give each of his 6 friends the same number of treats. How many treats will each friend receive? 

The problem is 12 ÷ 6 = ____.  

To solve 12 divided by 6, think 6 x ___ = 12.  

What number would go in the blank to make the problem correct?”  

(They should be able to come up with the answer of 2. Congratulate them or help them get to the correct answer.) 

Next, have your student complete the activity by rolling the die.  

Have them write down the number in the first column and roll again. 

They will write down the 2nd number in the second column and multiply the two together and find the product. 

Have them write the multiplication sentences and the division sentences to complete the related facts. 
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Continue rolling the dice and completing the boxes on the sheet until your student can easily complete the task 
independently. 

Be sure to check that their multiplication is correct so that they are learning their facts correctly. You can use the 
multiplication table document if needed. Be sure they are using the product from their multiplication problems as 
their dividend.  

Once they have completed all the boxes, you can have them complete the comprehension check sheet for extra 
practice. 

 

If the activity is too hard, try this:  Multiplication and Division with Manipulatives 

• Provide a multiplication chart for reference. 

• Use manipulatives to make equal groups. Students use the groups to calculate the product through skip 
counting or repeated addition. Write the equations to show after forming the groups. For example, 
7+7+7+7+7=35. 

• Use a hundreds chart to model skip counting.  

Materials needed:  

• counters (you can also use dry uncooked noodles or beans, buttons, or pebbles) 

• an empty, clean egg carton bottom or empty ice tray (you can also use 6-12 small bowls, plates, or 
cups) 

• paper 

• pencil 

• die 

Have your student roll the die and write the number on their paper. The first roll will tell how many sections in the 
carton/tray (or how many cups, plates, or bowls) they will use. 

Have them roll again and write down that number also. This will tell them how many counters will be in each 
section/container.  

Using the number from the 2nd roll, have them place the same number of counters in each section/container. 

Have them count the total number of counters and write the number sentence: 

Example: 

1st roll - 3 (use 3 sections/containers) 

2nd roll - 4 (put 4 counters into each of the 3 sections/containers) 

Count the total - 12 

Write 3 X 4 = 12. 

Now have them try to come up with the remaining 3 equations with related facts on their own. 

4 X 3 = 12 

12 ÷ 4 = 3 

12 ÷ 3 = 4 

Talk to them about the total number of counters and how they are split into equal groups. You can even move the 12 
counters into 4 sections with only 3 in each and show them that it still only used the same 12 counters. 
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Have them repeat the rolling, placing counters, and writing the equations with new numbers until they understand 
the concept.  

You can print and use a blank copy of the recording sheet from the first activity to record your rolls and number 
sentences.  

Once they have mastered 1-6, you can move to a 10-sided die, or do the process by drawing number cards 1-12 to 
extend their learning. 

If the activity is too easy, try this: Hidden Factors & Word Problems 

Materials needed:  

• paper 

• pencil 

• number cards 1-12 (you can also use playing cards or just write the numbers on index cards) 

Hide the number cards around the house.  

Have your student hunt for 2 at a time.  

Once they have 2, have them use the 2 numbers as factors to find a product and record the 4 equations (2 
multiplication and 2 division) to create the related facts down on their paper. 

Repeat the hunting, finding, and recording. 

Once they have found all the cards and have recorded their related facts, have your student use the division problems 
from the activity to create their own word problems. 

Example: 50 ÷ 10 = 5  

There are 50 toes in the swimming pool. Each person has 10 toes. How many people are in the pool? 

If the activity is just right, try this: Related Facts Triangles 

Materials needed:  

• number cards 1-12 (you can also use playing cards or just write the numbers on index cards) 

• pencil 

• Related Facts Triangle Sheet Related Facts Triangles 

Have your student draw 2 number cards or come up with their own numbers to complete the Related Facts 
Triangles. 

Place one number in the bottom left yellow corner and one in the bottom right blue corner.  

Multiply the two to get the answer to place at the top of the triangle in the pink corner. 

Use the numbers to complete the triangles for multiplication and division. The colors help you and your student to 
know where the numbers go in order to solve them correctly. 

You can also print, cut out, and laminate the triangles to use them with a dry erase marker. 

Please check with your student’s teacher should you need help with any materials. 

 

 

 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TFrtilJmwTZeDMj1rSSZRqbgsnnT6ZEQV_okYUh6QTU/edit?usp=sharing
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Additional Resources/Games: 

https://www.mathsisfun.com/links/core-grade-3.html 

https://mathchimp.com/3.1.3.php 

https://www.mathplayground.com/zogs_and_monsters_multiplication.html 

http://www.math-play.com/math-racing-game-divide-within-100/math-racing-game-divide-within-100.html 

 

 
Gwinnett Public Library Resources: 
Login to your library account using your card number or student ID at gwinnettpl.org and then access these 
resources on our Digital Resources page (https://www.gwinnettpl.org/digital-resources/) for more help with 
Fractions and other math concepts: 

• TumbleMath - Click on the Multiplication and Division Tabs at the Top of the Page for Dozens of Titles 
• Elementary Homework Help - Check out Our Links for Helpful Math Tips, Tricks, and More 
• Tutor.com - Free, Live Tutoring on Any Subject and for Any Grade 

Things You Can Check Out -  
• Books and DVDs on Multiplication & Division: http://bit.ly/gcplmultiplicationdivisionitems 
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